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SUMMARY

Neuroplasticity is a fundamental property of the nervous system that is maximal early in life, within the
critical period [1–3]. Resting GABAergic inhibition is
necessary to trigger ocular dominance plasticity
and to modulate the onset and offset of the critical
period [4, 5]. GABAergic inhibition also plays a
crucial role in neuroplasticity of adult animals: the
balance between excitation and inhibition in the
primary visual cortex (V1), measured at rest, modulates the susceptibility of ocular dominance to
deprivation [6–10]. In adult humans, short-term
monocular deprivation strongly modifies ocular
balance, unexpectedly boosting the deprived eye,
reflecting homeostatic plasticity [11, 12]. There is
no direct evidence, however, to support resting
GABAergic inhibition in homeostatic plasticity
induced by visual deprivation. Here, we tested the
hypothesis that GABAergic inhibition, measured at
rest, is reduced by deprivation, as demonstrated
by animal studies. GABA concentration in V1 of
adult humans was measured using ultra-high-field
7T magnetic resonance spectroscopy before
and after short-term monocular deprivation. After
monocular deprivation, resting GABA concentration
decreased in V1 but was unaltered in a control
parietal area. Importantly, across participants, the
decrease in GABA strongly correlated with the
deprived eye perceptual boost measured by binocular rivalry. Furthermore, after deprivation, GABA
concentration measured during monocular stimulation correlated with the deprived eye dominance.
We suggest that reduction in resting GABAergic
inhibition triggers homeostatic plasticity in adult
human V1 after a brief period of abnormal visual
experience. These results are potentially useful for
developing new therapeutic strategies that could
exploit the intrinsic residual plasticity of the adult
human visual cortex.

RESULTS
Binocular Rivalry Dynamics Change after Monocular
Deprivation
We tested binocular rivalry between oriented gratings in 19
healthy volunteers (monocular deprivation group, mean age
24.3 ± 5.4 years) before and after 150 min of monocular deprivation. Before deprivation (Figure 1B), all observers showed similar
durations in which they perceived the stimulus presented to one
or the other eye (called mean phase duration), as shown by the
scatter of the individual subject’s data around the unity line in
Figure 1B. The average dominant to non-dominant eye duration
ratio was 1.23 ± 0.03 (Figure 1D), indicating a slight preference
for one eye. Consistent with previous reports [11, 12], 150 min
of monocular deprivation of the dominant eye resulted in
increased perceptual dominance of this eye during binocular
rivalry (Figure 1C; Figure 1D, average dominant to non-dominant
eye mean phase duration ratio: 1.82 ± 0.16). The increase in eyedominance ratio is highly significant (paired t test, t(18) = 3.48,
p = 0.003). The red symbols in Figures 1B and 1C show the
data of control subjects (control group, n = 7, mean age 26.2 ±
6 years) that followed the same procedure but did not undergo
monocular deprivation (average dominant to non-dominant eye
mean phase duration ratio: first session, 1.32 ± 0.09; second
session, 1.27 ± 0.1). The procedure of performing the binocular
rivalry task twice, therefore, did not induce any change in
performance.
Resting GABA Concentration Decreases in V1
after Monocular Deprivation
Magnetic resonance (MR) spectra were acquired at 7T from an
occipital voxel (2 3 2 3 2 cm3), centered bilaterally on the calcarine sulcus (visual cortex, V1), and a control voxel of the same
size, centered on the bilateral posterior cingulate cortex (PCC).
An example spectrum is shown in Figure 2A, and the average
spectrum from all participants and conditions can be seen in
Figure S1. A diagram of the experimental paradigm is shown in
Figure 1A: each observer participated in two magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) sessions separated by a 150-min
interval during which the main group of observers wore a translucent eye patch over the dominant eye (monocular deprivation
group). GABA levels (quantified using LCModel [13]) were
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Figure 1. Experimental Design and Psychophysical Measures of Binocular Rivalry
(A) The experiment timeline consists of a baseline behavioral measure of binocular rivalry followed by a ‘‘baseline’’ MRS session. After 150 min of monocular
deprivation, behavioral data were acquired again followed by a ‘‘deprivation’’ MRS session.
(B) The behavioral effect of monocular deprivation. At baseline, one eye slightly dominates perception, as indicated by higher mean phase duration
(C) Blue symbols are the individual mean phase durations following monocular deprivation, and the mean phase duration is increased in the deprived eye and
decreased in the non-deprived eye, leading to the points lying further from the unity line. The red points show data from seven subjects that did not undergo
deprivation but performed the task twice with a 150-min interval.
(D) Average of the ratio between deprived and non-deprived eye mean phase duration at baseline and following deprivation.

measured during four different viewing conditions: eyes closed,
non-deprived eye stimulated, deprived eye stimulated, and eyes
open (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for further
information about MRS acquisition and analysis).
Figure 2C shows the concentration of GABA:H2O, and Figure 2D shows the more standard normalized concentration
of GABA:tNAA acquired before and after deprivation while
observers kept their eyes closed (this is considered to be a
measure of resting GABA level). A significant decrease in concentration was found both for GABA:H2O (paired-samples
t test: t(18) = 2.57, p = 0.019) and for GABA:tNAA (paired-samples t test: t(18) = 2.9, p = 0.009) concentration (see Figure S3
for additional bootstrap statistics on two independent samples
of subjects). The decrease in resting GABA concentration
following monocular deprivation is also evident from inspection
of the LCModel fits for the GABA spectra, examples of which
are shown in Figures 2A and 2B. Resting GABA concentrations
for all subjects are reported in Table S1. Although the primary
hypothesis is a reduction of resting GABA, a non-significant
decrease in GABA:H2O and GABA:tNAA concentration was
observed between pre- and post-deprivation measurements in
the other viewing conditions (see Figure S4). That the effect of
GABA reduction is more easily measurable during rest is to be
expected since GABA is believed to play a role in many aspects
of early visual processing [14]. The strength of these inhibitory
interactions elicited by the stimuli may mask any effects of
deprivation on GABA. No difference in spectral linewidth is

observed across monocular deprivation, indicating no major
blood-oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) effect on GABA
quantification [15].
The significant decrease of both resting GABA:H2O and
resting GABA:tNAA is about 8% (one-sample t test H0 X s 1,
Bonferroni corrected a = 0.0125; GABA:H2O: t(18) = 2.89, p =
0.01; GABA:tNAA: t(18) = 2.98, p = 0.008) (Figure 3, black
bars). Furthermore, the decrease is specific for the V1 voxel,
and it is not present for a control voxel positioned in PCC (Figure 3, etched bars; one-sample t test H0 X s 1; GABA:H2O:
t(12) = 1.29, p = 0.22; GABA:tNAA: t(12) = 1.21, p = 0.25). The
solid gray bars of Figure 3 show the GABA:H2O and the GABA:
tNAA ratios for the V1 voxel during the control experiment
when there is no monocular deprivation. While there is a trend
for increased GABA:H2O in the later MRS session, the ratios
do not differ significantly from one (one-sample t test H0 X s 1;
GABA:H2O: t(6) = 1.65, p = 0.15; GABA:tNAA: t(6) = 1.7, p = 0.14).
Furthermore, in each case, the GABA ratio in the main experiment is significantly lower than that measured from the PCC
(independent-samples t test, GABA:H2O: Bonferroni corrected
a = 0.0167, t(30) = 2.78, p = 0.01; GABA:tNAA: Bonferroni
corrected a = 0.0167, t(30) = 2.76, p = 0.01) and from V1 in
the control experiment (GABA:H2O: Bonferroni corrected a =
0.0167, t(24) = 3.31, p = 0.003; GABA:tNAA: Bonferroni corrected a = 0.0167, t(24) = 3.43, p = 0.002).
Taken together, these results indicate that monocular deprivation induces a change in resting GABA that is specific to V1 and
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Figure 2. Effect of Monocular Deprivation
on Resting GABA Concentration in the
Visual Cortex
(A and B) An example spectrum for one subject
and an example LCModel fit for GABA:H2O
measured before (A) and after (B) deprivation. Note
the decrease of peak amplitude of GABA:H2O
spectra after deprivation (top row).
(C) Mean GABA:H2O concentrations across subjects measured before (gray bar) and after (black
bar) deprivation.
(D) Mean GABA:tNAA concentrations across
subjects measured before (gray bar) and after
(black bar) deprivation. Error bars represent SEM.
See Supplemental Information for further details
about GABA quantification and spectral quality.

does not depend on performing the behavioral task and the
scanning procedure twice.
Decrease in Resting GABA Concentration Strongly
Correlates with Changes in Binocular Rivalry
Having shown both a behavioral change using binocular rivalry
dominance and a reduction in resting GABA concentration in
visual cortex following monocular deprivation, we measured
the relationship between these changes. For each subject, the
ratio of deprived and non-deprived eye balance in phase
duration observed before and after monocular deprivation
(deprivation index; Equation 1 in Supplemental Experimental
Procedures) was correlated with the ratio of resting GABA:H2O
(Figure 3C) and GABA:tNAA (Figure 3F) measured after and
before deprivation. Changes in both GABA:H2O and GABA:
tNAA concentration correlated significantly with the change in
perceptual predominance of the deprived eye during binocular
rivalry (GABA:H2O, Figure 3C; Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient rho = 0.78, two-tailed exact permutation test p < 0.001,
confidence intervals [CIs], Fisher’s Z transformed, CI = 0.38–
0.93; GABA:tNAA, Figure 3F; rho = 0.62, p = 0.006, CI = 0.23–
0.84). These strong correlations indicate that the greater the
behavioral plasticity effect, the greater the decrease of resting
GABA, suggesting a link between the two measures as previously demonstrated in animals [6–10].

GABA Concentration during
Monocular Stimulation Correlates
with Eye Dominance after
Deprivation
The individual effect of plasticity can be
indirectly measured by the change in
ocular dominance of binocular rivalry
after deprivation. The previous results
indicate that GABAergic inhibition is
decreased at rest, suggesting the potential for increased neuronal responses
during visual stimulation, predicted to be
stronger in observers showing greater
plasticity. In agreement with this prediction, we found that, after monocular
deprivation, the concentration of both
GABA:H2O and GABA:tNAA measured
during monocular stimulation (Figure 4) correlated with eye
dominance (ratio between mean phase duration measured
after monocular deprivation). When the non-deprived eye was
stimulated, correlation of both GABA:H2O (rho = 0.51 p =
0.038, CI = 0.039–0.795) and GABA:tNAA (rho = 0.56, p =
0.022, CI = 0.026–0.819) with rivalry was strong. Similar results
were obtained when the deprived eye was stimulated (correlation of GABA:H2O with rivalry: rho = 0.5, p = 0.043, CI =
0.026–0.79; correlation of GABA:tNAA with rivalry: rho = 0.53,
p = 0.035, CI = 0.053–0.8).
DISCUSSION
By combining MRS with psychophysical measures of eye
dominance, we have demonstrated the importance of
GABAergic mechanisms for homeostatic plasticity in adult
humans. Specifically, we report two important findings: first,
resting GABA concentration decreases in visual cortex of adult
humans after 150 min of monocular deprivation; second, and
more importantly, there was a high correlation between a
reduction in GABA concentration in the visual cortex and the
perceptual boost of the deprived eye induced by monocular
deprivation. This indicates a possible functional role of the
neurochemical change in mediating the perceptual boost of
the deprived eye.
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Figure 3. Decrease in Resting GABA Concentration Following Monocular Deprivation
and Correlation with Change in Binocular
Rivalry Eye Dominance
(A) Ratio of resting GABA:H2O measured after and
before monocular deprivation in visual cortex
(black bar) and PCC (etched bar) and the ratio
of resting GABA:H2O measured in the second
and first scan in the visual cortex for the control
group of observers (gray bar). Error bars represent SEM.
(B) Same as (A), but for GABA:tNAA.
(C) Correlation of GABA:H2O ratio measured after
and before monocular deprivation in visual cortex
with the change in ratio of dominance of the
patched eye (deprivation index) (see Equation 1 in
Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
(D) Same as (C), but for GABA:tNAA.
(E) Location of V1 voxel from which MRS data were
acquired.
(F) Location of PCC voxel from which MRS data
were acquired.

Our result of a homeostatic boost of the deprived eye induced
by a few hours of monocular deprivation is surprising, particularly
given that the modulation occurs at such short timescales. In
mice, only after several days of monocular deprivation during
the critical period is there an increase in the spontaneous
neuronal responses of a subset of cells devoted to the deprived
eye [16]. This is a compensatory neural reaction that dynamically
readjusts neuronal excitability in order to keep the average
neural activity constant, known as homeostatic plasticity [17].
Interestingly, homeostatic plasticity, which involves changes in
the balance between excitation and inhibition at the synaptic
level [18], has never been observed in the intact adult visual cortex [19] or after short-term monocular deprivation. We therefore
provide the first direct evidence in favor of a specific, important
role of resting GABAergic inhibition in driving homeostatic
plasticity in adult human visual cortex.

Intracortical balance between excitation and inhibition plays a critical role in
mediating experience-dependent plasticity during development [10]. In particular, the maturation and activity of the
GABAergic inhibitory interneurons parvalbumin (PV)-expressing basket cells regulates ocular dominance plasticity [20, 21].
In juvenile mice, 1 day of monocular
deprivation induces a transient reduction
of responsiveness in these PV cells [22].
Furthermore, studies manipulating the
balance between intracortical excitation
and inhibition, either by increasing excitation [7, 8] or decreasing inhibition [6], have
suggested that similar mechanisms could
act in the adult brain (reviewed in [10]).
There is, however, no direct evidence for
a reduction of inhibitory responses during
visual plasticity in adult animals or direct
evidence of ocular dominance plasticity
after short-term visual deprivation, as observed here. Indirect
evidence in support of a role for GABAergic inhibition in human
visual cortex plasticity comes from administration of benzodiazepine, which potentiates GABAergic inhibition and has been
shown to block plasticity induced by light deprivation, as
measured by decreased transcranial magnetic stimulation phosphene thresholds [23].
In adults, neural plasticity has been consistently induced in
structures such as the hippocampus [24] and the primary somatosensory cortex [25], and this type of plasticity appears to
persist throughout life. Furthermore, changes in GABA concentration in adult human primary motor cortex have been shown
following motor learning [26, 27], pointing to a pivotal role of intracortical inhibition in mediating motor cortical plasticity.
The fact that we found a modulation of GABAergic balance in
a cortical region that primarily comprises V1 is particularly
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Figure 4. Correlation between Eye Dominance and GABA Concentration during Monocular Stimulation Measured after Deprivation
(A and B) The concentration of GABA:H2O measured after deprivation during
stimulation of the non-deprived (A) and deprived (B) eye is plotted against the
perceptual index of eye dominance (ratio between mean phase duration of the
stimulus presented to the deprived and non-deprived eye during binocular
rivalry).
(C and D) Same as (A) and (B) but for GABA:tNAA concentrations.

important, as it indicates that the types of plasticity seen in other
adult neural systems (e.g., long-term potentiation or long-term
depression [28]) may also be present in the visual cortex.
In recent years, several functional MRS studies at ultra-high
field have demonstrated small, but significant, variations in the
concentration of some brain metabolites in the activated human
visual cortex during prolonged visual stimulation [29–31]. These
studies, however, have not found a significant change in GABA
concentration during visual stimulation [31, 32]. Here, we show
that GABA measured in response to visual stimulation is a
sensitive measure to probe plasticity. Ocular dominance after
deprivation is a measure of plasticity, and it is interesting that it
correlates with GABA concentration during stimulation of either
the deprived or non-deprived eye. The most straightforward
interpretation of this finding is that the reduction of resting
GABA leads to a local increase in cortical excitability (resting
GABA concentration has been previously shown to correlate
with BOLD responsiveness [33, 34]). This finding is supported
by the demonstration that GABA concentration measured during
visual stimulation correlates negatively with the switching rate of
three different forms of bistable perception (binocular rivalry,
motion-induced blindness, and structure from motion [35]),
simulating the effect of pharmacological stimulation of GABAA

receptors [35]. It is plausible that the reduction of resting GABA
could also induce a reduction of interocular suppression during
stimulation (multiplicative inhibition). This is consistent with
animal studies showing that application of the GABA antagonist
bicuculline abolishes interocular suppression [36, 37] and with
the suggestion that the dynamics of interocular suppression
determine binocular rivalry at a cortical level [38].
We previously found that, following 150 min of monocular
deprivation, the perceptual advantage of the deprived eye
observed during binocular rivalry was accompanied by a boost
in apparent contrast [11], suggesting an involvement of contrast
gain control mechanisms in mediating short-term homeostatic
plasticity. The decreased GABA concentration that we found
in V1 is consistent with our hypothesis of deprivation upregulating homeostatic contrast gain of the deprived eye. Evidence
from animal studies suggests that contrast gain is GABA
mediated in V1 [39–41]. Interestingly, contrast gain control
mechanisms have been shown to modulate neuronal activity
in humans (measured both by visual evoked potentials [40]
and BOLD [42]) in a multiplicative way and to be involved in
regulating both the dynamics of binocular rivalry [43] and eye
dominance [44] during binocular combination (binocular combination also being altered after monocular deprivation in adult
humans [45]). Furthermore, as monocular patching of the fellow
eye is currently used as treatment for amblyopia in children,
our results suggest that GABAergic inhibition could be involved
in the plastic recovery of acuity in the amblyopic eye observed
after occlusion therapy. Taken together, our results show a critical role for GABAergic inhibition in triggering visual plasticity,
thus suggesting potential for medium-term intervention for
disorders of binocular vision even beyond the critical period
in humans.
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